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■ The information on the new product(s) is intended to outline our general 
product direction and it should not be relied on in making a purchasing 
decision.  The information on the new product(s) is for informational 
purposes only and may not be incorporated into any contract.  The 
information on the new product(s) is not a commitment, promise, or legal 
obligation to deliver any material, code or functionality.  The development, 
release, and timing of any features or functionality described for our 
product(s) remains at our sole discretion.
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Smarter Planet is

Instrumented

Interconnected

Intelligent

Smarter Water

Smarter Traffic

Smarter Energy
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Smart Work . . . is about people and collaboration

500 Million
social networking

users by 2012

500 Million
social networking

users by 2012

1 Trillion
connected intelligent 
devices in the world

 
1 Trillion

connected intelligent 
devices in the world

 42%
make decisions with 

the wrong input at least 
once a week

42%
make decisions with 

the wrong input at least 
once a week

$650 Billion
in productivity is
lost because of 

unnecessary business 
process interruption
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in productivity is
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Scott C. Beardsley, Bradford C. Johnson, James Manyika: “Competitive advantage from better interactions “
The McKinsey Quarterly, 2006 Nr.2, p53-63 ( www.mckinseyquarterly.com/links/21293 )

Performance varies for companies that depend on tacit interactions  
(McKinsey study)

Tacit interactions: The exchange of 
information, the making of judgments, 
and a need to draw on multifaceted forms 
of knowledge in exchanges with 
coworkers, customers, and suppliers

Widening performance variation reflects: 

■ More competitive headroom to 
improve productivity of those who 
undertake tacit interactions

■ Understanding of how to gain 
performance lead by making tacit 
workers more effective, versus efficient
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IBM CIO STUDY:
TOP TEN VISIONARY PLAN ELEMENTS

NEW INTELLIGENCE

GREEN AND BEYOND

SMART WORK

Source: IBM Global CIO Study 2009; n = 2345

Data exploding and in silos
I need insight.

NEW INTELLIGENCE

       Limited resources
I need efficiency.

GREEN AND BEYOND

Costly and inflexible 
infrastructure

I need to respond faster.

DYNAMIC
INFRASTRUCTURE

       
I need to work smart.

SMART WORK

New business and process demands

 Business intelligence and analytics
 Visualization
 Risk management and compliance
 Mobility solutions
 Customer and partner collaboration
 Self-service portals
 Application harmonization
 Business process management
 SOA/Web Services
 Unified Communications
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The nature of work is changing to require new collaborative 
capabilities – across many industries and types of work

IBM Institute for Business Value, CEO Study 2006

■ Increasing complexity of work environments
– Global organizations
– Matrixed organizations
– Organization changes, mergers and acquisitions
– Outsourcing 
– Telecommuting/remote workers

■ Focus on innovation and business agility 
– Transparency of critical information
– Timely and accurate information flows
– Virtual teaming

■ Generational differences and consumerization 
– New collaborative models, habits

■ Emphasis on external collaboration
– Suppliers and partners
– Customers/clients
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Collaboration technologies are reaching people in more diverse 
situations

Office workers Highly mobile workers

Business partners (B2B) Consumers (B2C)
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Successful use of collaboration technologies depends on a set of 
supporting practices, management actions, rewards, and 
governance

Top-down hierarchy

Additive processes

Now leaders support 
the organization

Removal of obstacles
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Platform update

Social Social 
SoftwareSoftware
Social Social 
SoftwareSoftware

PortalPortalPortalPortal

QuickrQuickrQuickrQuickr

UCUC22UCUC22

NotesNotesNotesNotes LotusLiveLotusLiveLotusLiveLotusLive

On-premises deployment

deployment
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WINNING in the marketplace

For Two Years Running, IBM Places 
in Gartner Leader Quadrant for 
Unified Communications

IBM Lotus Beat Microsoft to
Adding New Features with it's 
Lotus Connections Suite.

IBM LotusLive Snags Panasonic to 
Challenge Google in the Cloud.

eWeek, January 14, 2010

...IBM Ranked WW Market Share 
Leader in Portal Products
Enterprise Software Segment

Gartner 2009
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Customers are recognizing real business value from collaboration 
solutions

“Moving to IBM Lotus 
Notes and Domino from 
Microsoft Exchange
and Outlook reduced 
software licensing costs 
by about 50%.”
 — Dr. Tariq Marikar, Director,

Product Development & 
CIO, Suntel Ltd

“Sametime has changed the 
way that SXC operates... 
we can respond to RFP's 
quicker, resolve system 
issues before they become 
critical, and ultimately 
react faster.”
 — Scott Schrader, Director 

Information Systems, 
SXC Health Solutions

"We would probably have 
to buy eight different 
products and combine 
them to do all the things 
that we do with Lotus 
Notes and Domino."
— Troy Fulkerson, Director of 

Information Technology, 
Kentucky Baptist Convention
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Millions of people use IBM Lotus for collaboration every day

18,378 new customer 
organizations with Notes 8.0.1+

FORTUNE Global 500

More than half of the Global 500 corporations 
use Lotus Notes and Domino software
● 9 of the top 12 aerospace and defense corporations
● 3 of the top 8 automotive corporations
● 6 of the top 7 banks 
● 3 of the top 4 electronics corporations
● 8 of the top 10 insurance corporations
● 6 of the top 8 pharmaceutical corporations
● 10 of the top 19 healthcare corporations
● 4 of the top 6 telecommunications corporations

Source: FORTUNE 500, May 4, 2009, CNN Money.com

145 Million Notes seats sold

46,000+ Companies

10,000 Business Partners

10s of Millions of Solutions
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●Storage savings
●Notes ID vault
●Single Sign-on

● Cloud-based Domino

●Integration between 
on-premises and cloud

●Post-LotusLive 
Notes “Next”

●Enhanced security
●TCO reduction/Improved 
serviceability

●LotusLive offering 
improvements

●Infrastructure constructs for 
Project Vulcan

20092009

20102010

2011+2011+

LotusLive Notes & Domino LotusLive Notes & Domino 
Feature ReleaseFeature Release

LotusLive Domino 8.52LotusLive Domino 8.52

LotusLive Domino 8.51

Lotus Domino 8.51Lotus Domino 8.51

Lotus Live Notes “Next”Lotus Live Notes “Next”

At the core of collaboration, Lotus Notes and Domino

The information on the new product is intended to outline our general product direction and it should not be relied on in making a purchasing decision.  The information on 
the new product is for informational purposes only and may not be incorporated into any contract.  The information on the new product is not a commitment, promise, or 
legal obligation to deliver any material, code or functionality.  The development, release, and timing of any features or functionality described for our products remains at 
our sole discretion.
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xPages
“X-Pages have allowed me to deliver classic 
Notes database applications to the iPhone 
without having to change the template. I can 
simply create one database with an X-Page, and 
it will connect to the database that is appropriate 
for the particular user – even if the other 
database is on different server.”
      – Mark Hughes, HughesConnect.com

“X-Pages apps are finding their way into non-Lotus 
shops simply by working and looking great.” 
                  – Bruce Elgort, CEO, Elguji Software

“We picked the X-Pages Wiki and X-Talk 
for discussion forums... Instead of 
spending weeks of development, we 
were able to integrate those components 
within a few days....”  

    – Heiko Voigt SIT GmbH
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LotusLive Notes:  proving ground for next wave of Lotus Notes and 
Domino enhancements

■ Extends and complements the on-premises 
solution

■ Driving costs down for:
–Storage
–Automation
–Administration
–Expansion
–Upgrades

Beta available NOW! lotuslive.com/services/notes_beta
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Lotus Domino applications in the Cloud

■ Amazon Web Services 
–Beta release
–License-free images for ISVs and SIs
–Lotus images for Domino, Portal, Forms, 

Mashups
■ IBM Development and Test Cloud 

–Beta release
–Public cloud designed for enterprise 

customers
–Opportunity to take “first step”into Cloud
–Lotus images planned

■ Partners
–GROUP Live:  Domino Cloud PaaS
–Connectria and Prominic:  Hosted 

applications and services
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Web 2.0 integration with the collaboration desktop:  a wealth of 
opportunity
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Advances in mobile:  IBM Lotus Notes Traveler, push e-mail for 
Nokia Symbian, Microsoft Windows Mobile and Apple iPhone 
devices

■ Automatic wireless delivery
■ 2-way synchronization
■ Over-the-air client installation
■ E-mail folder support
■ Customizable alerts for new e-mail
■ Encrypted mail
■ Policy administration and monitoring*
■ Remote wipe and device lock
■ Corporate directory lookup **

New for 2010
Android

Works over all wired / wireless connections (CDMA, GPRS, GSM, WiFi, etc.)
Integrates with Lotus Mobile Connect for secure data channels
(*) features NOT currently available on the Apple iPhone
(**) feature NOT currently available on Nokia Symbian or Windows Mobile
Android features not announced yet
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And instant messaging and collaboration for popular mobile devices 
with Lotus Sametime 8.5

Capabilities
●  Wireless instant messaging
●  Contact List and Business Cards
●  Quick Find
●  Single/Multiple Chat
●  Chat History
●  Status Alerts
●  Announcements
●  UC2
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Lotus Connections “Next”

 
■ Use of social analytics, create broad, powerful, 

professional networks

■ Compliance and auditing to meet legal requirements 
from regulated industries

■ Improve customer relationships through enhanced 
communities 

■ Social everywhere, embed intellectual capital into 
existing applications
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Lotus Quickr “Next” 

■ Streamlined user experience
■ Reduced complexity through converged UI
■ More administrative control

■ Native bridging with ECM repositories
■ Interactive access to ECM content and centralized content repository 

■  Tighter integration into the desktop and portal
■ Meta-data in the connectors, new portlets

■ Increased extensibility via additional APIs
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Making Unified Communications simple with Lotus Sametime 8.5
  
■ Online meetings
■ Audio and video capabilities
■ Zero download browser experience
■ Apple iPhone browser client
■ Web 2.0 APIs
■ Simplified management console
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LotusLive as a Collaboration Integration Platform:
taking it off-premises has never been easier
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LotusLive Partner Integration:  opportunities for industry-specific 
applications

Make the process 
of creating, revising 

and signing 
documents simple 

and easy 

Easily launch into 
conversations with 
your contacts right 

from LotusLive

Automate collaborating 
and recording 

interactions with your 
customers

Seamlessly weaving 
logistics and 

shipping into the 
way you work 
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A vision for how people will 
collaborate in the future.

Lotus knows the value of bringing it all together.

IBM Project VULCAN
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IBM Project Vulcan will focus on:

IBM Presentation Template Full Version

Applying social analytics 
to prioritize what's most 

important to the 
individual

Integrating business 
applications and 

collaboration to streamline 
the way people work

Emphasizing a 
consistent experience to 
enable productivity any 

time, anywhere

Enhancing attention 
management to 
eliminate costly 

distractions
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IBM Project Vulcan offers a blueprint for the evolution of the 
portfolio, based on four principles

Continuity
Building on today's capabilities for a 
smooth path to tomorrow

Convergence
Unifying the experience to best meet 
individual needs across access and 
delivery models

Innovation
Applying analytics to understand 
individuals and empower people to work 
in new ways

Opportunity
Making possible the next generation of 
solutions built on an open foundation
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Our technical community: a healthy eco-system

Solutions Catalog

Business 
Solutions
Catalog

Partners

IBM

TechTalks

Partnerworld

Blogs
Twitter
Forums

Lotus Forums

Lotus Wikis

Community
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What is IBM Lotus Symphony?
■ IBM's strategic suite of office productivity tools

– Lotus Symphony Documents
– Lotus Symphony Presentations 
– Lotus Symphony Spreadsheets 
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Lotus Symphony 3 meets the needs of almost all 
users in an organization

Profile Needs 

Casual Users
• need an easy to learn product 
• need to continue using existing 
MS Office templates and files  

Knowledge 
Users

• need an intuitive, full featured 
suite 

• need to collaborate with 
Microsoft Office users

Power Users 
• need to support integration 

with 3rd party applications and 
run Visual Basic Macros 

Organizations 
of all sizes

• know their IT budget could be 
better spent in other areas 
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Customers of all sizes 
piloting or deploying

United Nations Pension Fund
FAA
Omron
Schahin
Ambu A/S
Cluttons, LLP
Gauteng Gambling Board
PAE
Sinochem Corporation
Suntel
Anglican Diocese of Australia
SmartLine
and more........

Partners bring Symphony 
to new markets

Symphony Customer 
Council key influencers

Lotus Symphony takes off
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Introducing Project Concord
● Web-based collaborative editors for creating, sharing and collaboratively 

authoring documents
– Word processing, spreadsheets and presentations

● Simple enough for anyone to use yet robust enough to meet the needs of 
many business users

● Supports working individually or in teams
● Documents are containers of live content – not static snapshots

Tech 
Preview
coming 
3Q2010

● Project Concord represents a new mode of creating documents
  Co-editing
  Contextual commenting
  Web Clipping
  Smart Tables
  Task and Attention Management
  Templates
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Project Concord is 
integrated into the 

LotusLive user experience. 

Project Concord is 
integrated into the 

LotusLive user experience. 

Project Concord 
supports real-time, 

synchronous co-editing. 

Project Concord 
supports real-time, 

synchronous co-editing. 

User A

User B

The information on the new product is intended to outline our general product direction and it should not be relied on in making a purchasing decision.  The information on 
the new product is for informational purposes only and may not be incorporated into any contract.  The information on the new product is not a commitment, promise, or 
legal obligation to deliver any material, code or functionality.  The development, release, and timing of any features or functionality described for our products remains at 
our sole discretion.

Project Concord lets the 
document owner assign sections 

to individual users or multiple 
users  to write or review. 

Project Concord lets the 
document owner assign sections 

to individual users or multiple 
users  to write or review. 
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Natural, intuitive, 
adaptive user experience

Flexible Delivery ModelsInvestment Protection 
& Cost ControlUser Experience

The Lotus vision – providing choice

Web
Browser

Desktop
Clients

Mobile
Client

On premises, 
appliance

Cloud

Multiple client, server, 
and mobile platforms

Lower TCO

Open vendor solutions

 Integration platform for 
your business 
applications

Collaborative Services

role-based

in context

process-
driven
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In summary

■ IBM Smarter Planet has collaboration at its center

■ Platform evolutions and enhancements

■ IBM Project Vulcan as new model for people to drive business forward

■ Symphony in the cloud
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 For More Information 

WebSphere Portal – IBM Site 

    http://www-01.ibm.com/software/websphere/portal/ 
Industry Toolboxes for WebSphere Portal  
     www.ibm.com/software/websphere/portal/industry/

WebSphere Portal Information Center 
     http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/websphere/zones/portal/proddoc.html

 WebSphere Portal Business Solutions Catalog (on Lotus Greenhouse)
      https://greenhouse.lotus.com/catalog/home_full.xsp?fProduct=WebSphere%20Portal

WebSphere Portal Blog
     https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/mydeveloperworks/blogs/WebSpherePortal/ 

IBM Lotus Sametime
     http://www-01.ibm.com/software/lotus/sametime/
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 For More Information (2)

IBM Accelerators for WebSphere Portal 
     www.ibm.com/software/lotus/portal/value/

IIBM Web Content Management 
    www.ibm.com/software/lotus/products/webcontentmanagement/

IBM Lotus Connections
    http://www.ibm.com/software/lotus/products/connections

IBM Lotus Forms
     http://www.ibm.com/software/lotus/forms

IBM Lotus Quickr
     http://www.ibm.com/lotus/quickr

IBM Lotus Symphony 3
     http://symphony.lotus.com/software/lotus/symphony/symphonybetahome.nsf/home
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THANK YOU
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